CYBERNETICS OVERVIEW

CYBERNETICS International SRL is a Romanian company founded in 2002, being focused
on the delivery of engineering services and implementation of PLM solutions.
We guarantee competitive prices and high
quality services covering the whole
development lifecycle of complex products,
including mechanical, electronics, and
software design aspects.
1. We deliver engineering services on
Romanian and Western European market. Our
engineering services are based on the
following technologies:
- CAD/CAM/CAE engineering services based on CATIA, Unigraphics, etc.
- Simulation services based on DELMIA
- Documentation producing services
- FEA services based on CATIA
- End to end Embedded Systems development
- Software development
2. We implement PLM solutions in Romania based on the following
CAD/CAM/CAE/PDM technologies: CATIA, ENOVIA-SmarTeam. We implemented these
technologies in several industries: aerospace, automotive, power, industrial equipment,
etc. The implementation of PLM solutions is accompanied by all related services:
consulting, training, technical support.
3. We train and place engineers at customer's site
We have long time experience with selection, recruitment, training and placement of
engineers at customer's site based on project needs, in the area of mechanical, robotics,
automation, embedded systems, or software design.
A brief presentation of our services is
presented below, followed by the list of
references and some project samples from our
portfolio:

CYBERNETICS – CAD/CAM/CAE services based on CATIA
The expertise of our engineers is covering almost all CATIA V5 modules at expert level,
for any release. A short summary of our CATIA skills is presented below:
General design
- Parametric design for parts and assemblies
- Sheet-metal design
- Surface design
- Assembly design and design optimization,
- Digital mock-up
- Drawing generation
- Mold and die design
- Kinematics analysis using the virtual
prototype
- Knowledge-ware
Shape design
- Advance surface design
- Reverse engineering, building surfaces from a cloud of points
Machining
- Lathe machining - powerful 2-axis turning and drilling operations
- Prismatic Machining - full set of 2.5 axis milling and drilling operations
- Multi-axis Surface Machining - 2.5-axis up to 5 axis surface NC programming with
tool management through tool catalogs or interfacing with external tool database
- Advanced Multi-axis and Pocket Machining - State of the art machining techniques
support: HSM capability, strategies for hard materials
- NC Machining Verification - Integrated validation of machining processes and
analysis of accuracy of machined parts
- Machine Tool Simulation - integrated environment for realistic machine and
material removal simulation during machining operation definition
- Machine Tool Builder - easily define machine tools for NC programming and
simulation
Piping, tubing, electrical, HVAC, plant design
Tubing, Piping
- Tubing piping layouts and schematic diagrams
- Create standard catalogs, design rules catalogs,
reports
- Harness design
Electrical
- Routing signals and creating wires
- Creating harness suitable for consumer goods,
wire harness
- Flatting geometrical harness
- Building and managing components catalogs
- Designing harness integrated within the digital mock-up
- Generating harness documentation
Special services
- Create automation scripts, programs and macros in CATIA V5, using VB
- Convert CATIA V4 models to CATIA V5

Plastic and general molded parts design

Design for Production: more than any other
material, parts made from plastic must be "designed for
production". Almost anybody can design a plastic part to
some degree, but to do it well a knowledge of the
injection molding process and how injection molds
function is required in addition to "regular" design skills.

Plastic Part Styling: our experience in surface
modeling gives us the skills that can help you turn an
idea for a good product into the physical reality of a well
designed plastic product.

Sheet metal design

Our company can provide complete 3D designs and
drawings for your sheet metal products, customized to your
needs, drawings of your existing parts or drawings of
concepts or ideas.

We can also help you redesign or reverse-engineer
previous products from the simplest sheet metal bracket to
the most complex sheet metal enclosure or automotive
shape.

CYBERNETICS - Simulation services based on the DELMIA
Ergonomics
Build kinematic human models, simulate processes and optimize the human work space.
Key Functionality:
- Reduce the cost of Human Factors analysis by
reducing physical prototypes
- Evaluate entire target population during
accommodation analysis
- Utilize a comprehensive set of task analysis tools
- Conform to civilian and military Human Factors
Standards
- Address maintainability issues early in the
product lifecycle
- Create and manipulate advanced, user-defined
digital human manikins
Assembly Planning
Get comprehensive assembly process tools to simulate parts and assemblies to validate
the manufacturing process.
Key Functionality:
- Create assembly simulations with 3D CAD geometry
- Create sequential assembly operation stations representing process flow
- Link, manage, and save all your product, process and resource data within a single
assembly simulation file
- Create step-by-step assembly process documentation in 3DXML or standard
Microsoft Excel documents
- Specify assembly sequences in a PERT chart for each part
- Perform assembly sequence analysis
Work Instructions
Automatically generates shop floor work instructions directly from any CAD data,
reducing the time required to generate shop floor work instruction documents.
Key Functionality:
- Create assembly simulations and work instructions
- Create sequential assembly operation stations
representing the assembly flow
- Create company standard Excel-based work
instruction templates
- Automatically generate 2D shop floor work
instruction documents
- Changes are instantly incorporated with update
capability
- Create movies, print paper style work
instructions and 3D-based simulations for workers on the shop floor
- Customize capability to output 3D XML within Microsoft documents for a paperless
shop floor environment

CYBERNETICS - FEA Services
FEA services basd on CATIA V5 CAE products:
Meshing:
- Surface Mesh
- Solid Mesh
- Welding Mesh
- Auto-mesh
Analysis Support:
- Static, static constraint modes, frequency,
and buckling analysis, structural and modal
analysis of an assembly
- Stress, displacement, and vibration.

CYBERNETICS – Documentation producing services based on 3DVIA Composer
3DVIA Composer can be used by non-technical users and does not require CAD
knowledge or training. Intelligent views permit complex product procedures to be
effectively communicated using a minimum of text. Views can be annotated and labeled
in any way and format the user wishes.
In addition, 3DVIA Composer permits the
creation of styles which can be applied to any
content to ensure visual consistency. Input
data can come from any 3D CAD system and
can be maintained in the file system or in any
PLM system. Outputs from 3DVIA Composer
are industry-standard file formats, including
PDF, HTML, AVI and graphics formats like
SVG and CGM.
Animations, including kinematics and
reverse-kinematics, as well as high-resolution
image outputs such as SVG and CGM files, can be created easily. 3DVIA Composer permits
users to document the product while it may still be incomplete and then later update all
deliverables without the need to re-work those deliverables.
CYBERNETICS - SmarTeam V5 - PDM Implementation
SmarTeam V5 solutions help businesses to effortlessly turn
product data overload - from design, manufacturing, and
maintenance - into an information asset that can be
leveraged across the enterprise for:
- Increased Productivity - SmarTeam V5 solutions
optimize design and manufacturing processes by
capturing product knowledge, facilitating access and reuse, while eliminating scrap and rework. Users
experience dramatic performance benefits in their work
processes within days.
- Accelerated Return on Investment - SmarTeam V5’s

powerful and efficient implementation tools, and intuitive, user-friendly, Win/Web
interface, reduce the learning curve to generate results at each project stage,
creating exceptionally rapid ROI.
- Reduced Time-to-Market and Time-to-Volume - Through its robust Collaboration
Dashboards, SmarTeam V5 solutions turn the extended enterprise into a virtual
community, with dramatic bottom-line benefits. Businesses are able identify
deficiencies and implement changes early on in the design cycle, adapt in real-time
to changes in business requirements and accelerate projects and decision-making.
- Improved Product Quality - SmarTeam V5 solutions enhance design and
manufacturing quality by helping standardize work methods, providing a secure
repository for product data, automating workflow and change management, and
facilitating collaboration across the extended enterprise. Moreover, SmarTeam Best
Practices assist businesses in complying with industry quality standards, providing
a complete document audit trail.
Enovia - SmarTeam implementation services
CYBERNETICS’s experience with multiple ENOVIA SmarTeam implementations has
allowed us to develop and include standardized best practices, configurations, and
customizations that can be applied to each client installation and provide distinctly
unique, powerful, and successful deployments. We approach each client environment
with our proven methodology encompassing following stages: Project Preparation,
SmarTeam Functional Development, Validation, Deployment, Go Live, and Support. Each
of these stages has a number of key activities performed to ensure the success of your
new ENOVIA SmarTeam solution and is designed to provide a total result that goes above
and beyond the software implementation phase for a successful deployment.
CYBERNETICS offers online and onsite technical support for PLM and PDM software
users. Staffed by certified professional engineers, CYBERNETICS helps the customer to
maximize the productivity of ENOVIA - SmarTeam technology investment.
CYBERNETICS – On–demand software development
CYBERNETICS has the capacity and experience to create, launch and support web and
desktop applications of any complexity and scalability.
We use the latest development technologies to create custom applications: Java, .Net, C,
C++, PHP, Flash, MySQL, ORACLE. We develop software applications and utilities for
various industries across platforms such as Windows and Linux. We develop userfriendly desktop software solutions and client-server applications tailored to specific
business needs.
CYBERNETICS – On–demand embedded systems development
Companies inside our Group could support the
design, development and production of electronic
systems. Our experience ranges from the definition of
the system architecture to the development and
implementation of individual components and
production.

CYBERNETICS References
Automotive industry:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AUTOMOBILE DACIA SA - PITESTI
RENAULT TECHNOLOGY ROUMANIE - BUCURESTI
AUTO CHASSIS INTERNATIONAL ROMANIA - BRASOV
COMAU - ORADEA
DURA AUTOMOTIVE - TIMISOARA
BOS AUTOMOTIVE - ARAD
GMAB CONSULTING - ORADEA
CONTINENTAL - SIBIU
CONTITECH – TIMISOARA
SIEMENS VDO - TIMISOARA
VOLKE - GERMANY

Aerospace industry:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AIRBUS / INTER-INFORMATICS – CZECH REPUBLIC
SOGECLAIR AEROSPACE GmbH - GERMANY
AERNNOVA - SPAIN
METECO - FINLAND
ELOMATIC - FINLAND
SERRA SOLDADURA - SPAIN
SEGULA - BUCURESTI
ROMAERO - BUCURESTI
AVIOANE - CRAIOVA
INAV – BUCURESTI
INCAS - BUCURESTI

Electronics & Automation:
o HEITEC AG - GERMANY
Fabrication & Assembly Industry:
o UCM - RESITA
o MASCHIO GASPARDO - ARAD
o SEMANATOAREA - BUCURESTI
Power, Process & Petroleum Industry:
o
o
o
o

ISPE - BUCURESTI
TRAFO – PROIECT - BUCURESTI
RAAN – SITON - MAGURELE
ICSI – RAMNICU VALCEA

Universities:
o
o
o
o

UNIVERSITATEA POLITEHNICA BUCURESTI
UNIVERSITATEA GHE ASACHI IASI
UNIVERSITATEA POLITEHNICA TIMISOARA
UNIVERSITATEA OVIDIUS CONSTANTA

REFERENCES - METECO
METECO – Finnish Company - is a leading
technology partner acting in the field of Tools & Jig
manufacturing in aero/auto industry. We’ve
designed for them Tools & Jigs for assembling A350
components, composite thermoforming molds for
Volvo aero propeller and various composite lay-up
tool for Bombardier components.

REFERENCES - AERNNOVA
AERNNOVA is currently working on Tools & Jigs design
and manufacture for auto and aero industry. We’ve design
various kind of lay-up jigs for manufacturing of
elevator/rudder composite components starting from 3D
geometry of components

REFERENCES - AIRBUS

The AIRBUS projects on which we have been involved were DMU projects for A330/A340
family – series 300, 500 and 600. We’ve created components (solid models) using 2D drawing
projections or using imported data from other CAD systems. The kind of modeled parts were
solid models and assemblies for structural components, interior panels, tubes and various
fittings. The work for AIRBUS projects was made according with Airbus specific methodologies
regarding geometrical requirements and also CATIA V5 specific modeling techniques.

REFERENCES - ROMAERO

ROMAERO is the biggest aircraft components
manufacturer in Romania. We worked together
with them in order to help them to create
complex aircraft geometry, parts and assemblies,
and to define the manufacturing processes as
well as jigs and fixtures required for assembly
process.

REFERENCES - ISPE

ISPE is one of the Romanian important company in the field of Power Industries. They
provide engineering services for Power and Heat Generation, Power Transmission and
Distribution, Infrastructure Systems, Industry, etc. We’ve executed for them a pilot project
for the design and engineering departments involving several CATIA V5 solutions for
mechanical, piping and electrical routing, structure design and diagrams.

REFERENCES – U C M Resita

UCM Resita is one of the biggest Romanian Company in the field of F&A and Power industries.
They are producing hydro power turbines and all the related equipment for hydro power
stations. We executed for them pilot projects for the design and engineering departments and a
lot of technical support for methodologies and implementation.

